
 

 

Pure Henna Workshops 

2 Hour Introduction to Henna. 

This workshop covers basic Henna information making it the perfect introduction to the 

world of Henna Body Art. Majority of this workshop is hands on, teaching different styles 

of designs and assisting you in combining them to make your own unique style. 
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Subjects covered in the workshop - 

* Brief history of Henna. 

* What the difference is between brown, black, white/coloured & glitter. 

* How Henna is made.  

* Skin preparation and after care. 

* How to do basic designs- a breakdown of how to do the different lines & designs to create 

different combinations.  

* Combining all techniques learnt to create a design on watercolour paper.  

 

What you will take home with you- 

* Each participant will receive their own cone of henna to practice with during the class & 

take home any remaining henna. 

* Each participant will receive a small booklet with the information covered in the 

workshop. 

* Their unique piece of artwork they created on watercolour paper 

* Each person will receive a small freestyle henna by the henna artist.  

 

Additional information- 

* For a more relaxed and personalized teaching, we limit each class from 6-10 students. 

* Participants must be 12 years and over. 

* Cost $90 per person 
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 3 Hour Mixology Workshop. 

In this hands-on workshop, you will be mixing your own henna paste alongside the henna 

artist & learning the intricate recipes involved in creating organic henna paste.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subjects covered in the workshop- 

*Mixing your own Henna paste.  

*Different recipes & methods to make henna paste. 

*Rolling henna applicator cones & different ways to apply the henna paste. 

*Different Henna Powders & Ingredients used.  

*The dangers of Black Henna.  

*How Henna stains & what areas are best.  

 

What you will take home with you- 

*The Henna paste you have created. 

*Additional Henna applicator cone papers 

*Workshop booklet containing what we have covered- e.g., Recipes & techniques. 

 *A reusable piece of practice acrylic.  

 

Additional information- 

* This workshop is limited to 6 students. 

* Participants must be 12 years and over. 

* Cost $195 per person. 

 



 

 

 

 

3 Hour Henna Scarf Workshop 

 
This workshop is focused around the centuries old art of using organic henna to decorate 

fabrics and other natural materials. Journeying through a step-by-step introduction to 

henna fabrics adornment, they will create their own unique henna adorned scarf to take 

home with them to cherish.       

Subjects covered in the workshop_ 

* History of Henna garments & beauty. 

* How to apply henna paste to a garment & other item.  

* Basic application techniques. 

 

What you will take home with you- 

* The Henna scarf you have decorated throughout the workshop. 

*The Henna cones you have used to decorate your scarf. 

* Small booklet with information covered in the workshop. 

*Small Henna design on the body.   

 

Additional information 

* Limited to 10 participants 

*Participants must be 12 years and over. 

* Cost $200 

 

 

 

 


